Drs. Codullo and Montecucco reply

To the Editor:

We have read with much interest the letter of Nguyen, et al on the association of anti-RNA polymerase (RNAP) III antibodies with sclerodema renal crisis (SRC). The authors observed the aforementioned association in reviewing cases of SRC in a big US registry of patients with systemic sclerosis (SSc) and evaluating ethnic background and clinical and serologic profiles of their patients. Moreover, their study has confirmed a previous observation by ourselves of an earlier development of SRC during the disease course in anti-RNAP III-positive patients compared to the anti-topoisomerase I (anti-topo I) subset. This finding highlights similarities in the onset and the dynamics of this acute renal complication within serologic groups across patient populations, and further stresses the prognostic importance of determining autoantibody reactivities in SSc.

The discrepancies between our study and Dr. Nguyen’s in the prevalence and clinical associations of autoantibody subsets are not unexpected. They are supported by evidence from data in the literature and can be explained by a number of considerations, including the different nature of the 2 analyses. First, our study did not aim to assess the association of SRC to the anti-RNAP III serologic subset given methodological limitations due to the rarity of the complication in Italian SSc patients, the retrospective design of our survey, and the collection of patients from different centers. Hence, it cannot be excluded that a higher frequency of anti-RNAP III within SRC patients was missed in our study because of selection bias and the lack of a proper control group, as also noted by Nguyen, et al. Second, the distribution of serologic subsets, with more frequent anti-topo I reactivity in our SRC series, reflects differences observed in the whole SSc Italian population versus other SSc populations from other ethnic groups and geographic areas (Anglo-Saxons in particular), and is in accord with a recent study by Meyer, et al reporting significantly different autoantibody distributions in cohorts of patients from France and the US. In Italy, both anti-RNAP III and renal involvement are relatively rare occurrences that make patient recruitment rather difficult, but we definitely agree with Nguyen, et al that a prospective study would clarify the association of the autoantibody status with renal crisis. Development of reliable routine laboratory tests to determine serologic profile has contributed to a better understanding of the distribution and clinical associations of autoantibody subsets in different geographic areas and makes possible the screening of large groups of patients, a critical step especially in the early diagnostic phases and in prognostic stratification.
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